Abstract-In the paper, a new method of convenient estimation for qualitative attributes is proposed based on fuzzy sets integrated with rough set. Firstly objects with some qualitative attributes are analyzed in an information system from a view of fuzzy set, and then the concepts of a new membership function of qualitative attributes are defined to express the dependency of condition attributes with respect to decision attribute. Finally a simply example is employed to validate the reasonability and the merits of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
It is very important for comprehensive estimation of qualitative attributes in an information system however there are many issues that deal with weights of qualitative attributes. Although expert grading, fuzzy statistic, twoelement comparing sequencing and so on [1] [2] [3] have been studied, there are still some problems in work that the ability of classification and the relationship of condition attributes with decision attribute is not taken into account for accurate researches [2] [3] [4] [5] . The weight of qualitative attributes in an information system can be defined with membership degree of condition attributes with respect to decision attribute, but membership function is normally complex mathematical model. Therefore, we put forward a new membership function of qualitative attributes from a view of fuzzy sets integrated with rough set in this paper. The weight of qualitative attributes in an information system is defined from a view of fuzzy comprehensive estimation. And the fuzzy membership degree of condition attributes with respect to decision attribute is taken into account by dealing with the maximum-optimum attributes or minimumoptimum attributes. 
V is a set of attribute values. f :U A V × → is an information function.
, based on rough set [8] , a lower approximation set is defined as following
Moreover, a positive region of input vector with respect to output pattern classification set is defined as following
, based on rough set [8] , the performance of information dependence relationships between condition attribute , 1,..., 
Another kind of expression form is as follows: 
The concrete steps performing comprehensive estimation for qualitative attributes are as follows:
Step 1: The problem is expressed as a knowledge system that is a list of attribution value of knowledge representation in which data will be carried out as discrete-time data.
Step 
In the same way, on account of their different decision attribute values
, we can divide them into 4 equivalence classes
For condition attribute a : 1 ) , moreover, the rough member function actually is similar to conditional probability [8] .For example, for an automobile with medium velocity and excellent acceleration, it can be 100% decided by condition attributes as medium size, but diesel fuel and gray color has none bussiness with the decision reslut. For a same automobile with medium velocity and excellent acceleration, it can be 2/3 decided by condition attribute fuel as diesel and 1/4 by condition attribute fuel as gas, and never by color. In this example, of course, we use a very simply data table to discuss attribute dependency between condition attribute with decision attribute, but it's necessary to know that from a view of fuzzy membership degree, comprehensive estimation of any examples can be gained.
IV. SUMMERIES
In this paper, the significance of equivalence class with qualitative attributes in an information system is studied based on the quality of approximation classification. The quality of approximation classification of qualitative attributes is taken into account by a method of simply estimation in which is computed by way of the indiscernibility of rough set and the degree of fuzzy optimal membership. The whole process provides a new view to discuss the relationship of condition attributes with respect to decision attribute in fuzzy sets integrated the approximation classification in rough set.
